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INTRODUCTION

Firulais Finance is a communityfocused token that supports us, the
project is fully decentralized.
Firulais was launched fairly, and the
team has no tokens, the Firulais
team is an investor like any other.
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DISCLAIMER
Firulais Finance includes, but is not limited to, the general project, the token, the website, the
smart contracts, and any application. Firulais Finance, as presented in this concept
document, is not a licensed financial or payment service, without license or exemption of any
kind and in any jurisdiction.
Any terminology used in this White Paper, on the Website, or within the application is only a
reference, with no effect or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated or financial
environment.
The FIRU token is a strict utility token in any jurisdiction and, it is not and cannot be
considered a security or a regulated token of any kind. It is in no way electronic money or an
asset-backed or fiat-backed stablecoin, either global or limited in scope.
This White-paper taken in itself is not:
• A contract or a contractual agreement of any kind
• An invitation
• A request
• An offer to invest in Firulais Finance or to acquire or use its FIRU tokens in any way and
with any expectation of profit in any way.
Any user of Firulais Finance declares to have received the appropriate technical,
administrative, regulatory, and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this
White paper, the website, and the use of any part or element of Firulais Finance (including
any FIRU token in it), and accepts that there is a high inherent risk when accessing, acquiring
or using any type of blockchain, encryption system, token, platform, software or interface,
including Firulais Finance, also acknowledges with the disclaimer total for any member of
the community directly or indirectly involved with Firulais Finance, and there may be any type
of damage suffered, including total loss.
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VALUES
TRANSPARENCY
Firulais Finance is ownerless, fully decentralized and supported
by their community. Free and open communication is
fostered among all members of the community so that all who
wish can be informed and even participate in each step of the
growth of firulais.

TRUST
In the cryptocurrency market, trust is paramount. That means full
transparency not only in community support and development,
but also in any security effort. The Firulais source code is fully
verified and audited, 50% of the total tokens supply will be
burned, liquidity is locked for 12 months, 50% of the total supply
is locked by Unicrypt to guarantee that the team members don't
have tokens in hidden wallets, when those tokens are unlocked
50% of them will burn!

DEVELOPMENT
FIRULAIS is in it for the long haul. Our decentralized
community is fostering the long-term development of
the ecosystem, which will result in greater rewards for
our community.
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TOKENOMICS
Firulais Finance $FIRU is a P2P Decentralized CryptoCurrency With Auto
Rewards Farming (ARF).
Hold FIRU in your Wallet, and get earnings for each transactions.

Automatic Rewards Farming
REWARDS are distributed to the holders of $FIRU automatically in real-time. 2% of the transaction
is distributed to holders for every transaction. all $FIRU holders can sit back, relax and watch
their $FIRU balance grow everyday!

SECURITY FEATURE

TOKEN SYMBOL
$FIRU
2% REWARS PER
TRANSACTIONS TO HOLDERS
TOTAL SUPPLY
100 QUADRILLION

5
10

LIQUIDITY LOCKED 12
MONTHS
50% TOTAL SUPPLY
LOCKED 6 MONTS
50% TOTAL SUPPLY TO
BURN AFTER UNLOCK
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75

Liquidity Locked
Marketing
IT Infracestructure (Servers)

Developement
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ROADMAP
PHASE 1
WEBSITE LAUCH
BEGIN TOKEN ILO PRE-SALES
MARKETING CAMPAING
ILO PRE-SALES ENDING
UNISWAP LISTING LOCKED LIQUIDITY

PHASE 3
FIRUDEX (SWAP) V1 LAUNCH
FIRUWALLET V1 LAUCH
CEX LISTING
INFLUENCER PARNETSHIPS
EXPAND MARKETING

PHASE 2
WEBSITE RE-DESIGN
NEW WEBSITE LAUNCH
COINGECKO LISTING
COINMARKETCAP LISTING
TECHRATE AUDIT
PUBLISH WHITE PAPER

PHASE 4
FIRU WALLET TOKEN DEPLOY ($FIWT)
$FIWT AIRDROP - $FIRU HOLDERS
$FIWT UNISWAP LISTING
FIRUDEX (SWAP) UPDATE WITH
CHART AND MULTICHAIN SUPPORT
FIRU NFT MARKETPLACE
FIRU STAKING
$FIWT CEX LISTING
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ECOSYSTEM
FIRUDEX SWAP
FiruDex will enable the possibility of making
low commisions Swap transactions in both
BSC and ETH networks all in a single
integrated platform with graphics and tools for
technical analysis, this functions will be
available in the final version.

FIRUWALLET

FIRUWALLET will be an application available
on the IOS and Android platform that will
allow users to store all their
cryptocurrencies within the application. The
wallet feature includes: Dapps, FiruDex,
cryptocurrency purchase from the
application, CloudBackup and much more.

FIRU NFT MARKET

NFT decentralized marketplace - $FIRU
tokens can be staked in order to receive
exclusive NFT rewards and digital
collectibles featured by artists that are
themselves part of the community.

$FIRU TOKEN

It is an ERC20 token and the first token of
the Firulais Finance ecosystem that in a
decentralized way, provides automatic
rewards to all holders, allowing them to
passively increase their income, the larger
and more frequent the transactions, the
more reward the holders will obtain.

$FIWT TOKEN
$FIWT Token, will be a token with a different
concept than $ FIRU, its main use will be for
the payment of transaction commissions in
FIRUWALLET - FIRUDEX, of this there will only
be a total supply of 16M - of which 2M will be
distributed in a automatic among all active
holders of $FIRU
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